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/ lTIME-TK AVELING 

THIEVES 

DON’T MISS OUT ON THIS HOT NEW SERIES 

FROM THE SOUTHERN KNIGHTS TEAM! 

FRED & 
BIANCA 
those two lovoble thieves from beyond the stars 
ore bock in their HOT NEW SERIES 
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PFRSPEC T I V E 

Jumping 

importance of comics reaching 
beyond the hardcore comics fan 
audience. Indeed, Krazy Kat is an 
anomaly unto itself. George Herri- 
man’s dreamscape has always been 

And then perhaps the media as a 

the Wall comic—strip or book—which has 
fully entered into the pantheon of markZgfacoT ^ ** ** 

By Heidi MacDonald 
Art. Obscure and highly special¬ 
ized, certainly, but rest assured, 
allusions to Krazy will not brand 

Why did Dark Knight get such 
great media coverage? Because DC 

^fcould it be? Is 1986 the year 
that comic books shed their 

\razy Kat then, has crossed the 
Berlin Wall between Comics and 
Art, unable to drag in the rest on its 

the hell out of it. After the Rolling 
Stone's piece on Miller, DC came 
back the next issue with an ad telling 
people how to write away for copies. 
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human being on 

Earth. 

Marvel price hike: licensed titles go 
to a dollar, Epic Comics go to $1.75 
This winter, certain of Mar 

titles which are not owned 
/el) will be going to $1.00 
T iuary-release i ' 

ties like Elf quest and Groo, 
spin-offs like G.I. Joe and 

Epic Comics (Alien Legion, 
Elektra: Assassin, Moonshadow, 
Steelgrip Starkey, and the others) 
will be going from $1.50 to $1.75 
with the December issues. 

Eclipse notes: new titles and such 

and Slig’s Inferno. Created by 
SCOTT McCLOUD, Zot! saw 10 
color issues published by Eclipse in 
1984 and 1985; it will pick up with 
#11. Canadian artist TY TEMPLE¬ 
TON’S Stig’s Inferno saw five issues 
published irregularly by Vortex dur- 

Groundhog is written and drawn by 
CHUCK WAGNER and ANDY 
ICE, while Villains and Vigilantes, 
a four-issue limited series based on 
the role-playing game, will be 
handled by JACK HERMAN, JEFF 
DEE, and RICK TAYLOR. 

by RICK VEITCH and STEVE BIS- 
SETTE, and #16 will be a special 
3-D issue drawn by Truman. Also 

of the new “Swords of Texas” 
feature, written by Truman, pen¬ 
cilled by BEN DUNN, and inked by 
JOHN K. SNYDER III. 

animal artist CHUCK FIALA is the 
artist on Hamsters 3-D #4 . BEN 
DUNN and HILARY BARTA are 
the artists on Airbqy #11, which 
features the origin of Airboy’s plane, 
Birdie; TIM TRUMAN is the wri¬ 
ter, and TOM YEATES the cover 
artist... Alien Encounters #10 
presents its first RAY BRADBURY 
adaptation, “The Exiles,” adapted 
and drawn by TOM SUTTON. • 

Marvel news: 
Mutants, etc. 
MUTANT NEWS: The first issue of 
Avengers Vs. The X-Men is now 

creative team is ROGER STERN, 
MARC SILVESTRI, and JOE 
RUBINSTEIN; in addition to the 

creative team of JO DUFFY, 
KERRY GAMMILL, and TOM 
PALMER. The six-issue mini-series 

BARRY WINDSOR-SMITH 
over; JACKSON GUICE, who also 
encils that month’s X-Men, #216, 

NEW AVENGERS: f 
McNee and Joanna I 
gers #278 introduce 
Avengers: Thor, She- 

umley. Aven- 
s three new 
lulk, and Dr. 

PEOPLE: More New Universe fill- 
ins, as ROY THOMAS writes 
Nightmask #6, HOWARD MACKIE 
writes (and ALEX SAVIUK draws) 
Kickers, Inc. #6, and DOUG MUR¬ 
RAY writes Merc #6... ANDY 
KUBERT is drawing Savage Sword 

#134.. . 
FARLANE is 
Daredevil #241, and is also filling 
in on Incredible Hulk #330. .. BOB 
LAYTON writes a fill-in issue of 
Web of Spider-Man. #325, featur¬ 
ing both the Hobgoblin and the 

OTHER NOTES: Mephisto Vs. 



_NEWSLINE 
IVinity of comics publishers debuts: Jan Strnad and 
Amazing, Wonder, and Pied Piper F.u^talie 
Amazinp Comics. Wonder Comics. I Dover’’?} and KEVIN VanHOOK; Oil Relief 



Once you pick her up, 

you’ll never let her go! b 

GINGER FOX 
The World of Ginger Fox, a beautifully illustrated, full color, 
64-page graphic novel by Mike Baron and Mitch O'Connell. 
On sale in November from Comico The Comic Company 
for just $6.95. for mature readers 

COMICO THE COMIC COMRANY 



Amazing Heroes #1 

COMING 



SCOUT: 

Nominated “BEST NEW COMIC’’—1986 Jack Kirby Awards 

TIMOTHY TRUMAN: 

Voted one of the YEAR’S “BEST ARTISTS”—1986CBG Readers Poll 

ECLIPSE COMICS and the entire SCOUT TEAM would like to thank you for 

making this a very special year. 
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Athena, stronger tha 
swifter than Mercur 



f YOUR EXCELLENCY. VE MAE CAPTURED' 
1CAPTAIN LOYAL WHO CARRIES SECRET , 
ORDERS FOR TROOPS TO EMBARK/ > 

^DEREm NO PAPERS ON HIM/ r~^ 

HE MUST CARRY THE ORDERS 
IN HIS MEMORY. BRING HIM 

sMTLL MAKE HIM TALK/^Ht 

Family Ties that WW engage th 
(1958-1965) competition, in whit 

suddenly developed 
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BLACK- Beating A 
Dead Horse 

WHITE 
COMIC” 
1986 Kirby Awards 

November 



• You’re A Wonder, • 

WONDER WOMAN 
_A Television Hero History_ 

By Andy Mangels 

November i, 47 





Amazing 

mm forming for over twenty ye, 

m The Carol Burnett Show f 
1966 to 1973, then went to Won 
Woman for its three years. He 
familiar face on Love Boat, Happy 
Days, and Fantasy Island rerur, 
well as many other shows. 

Waggoner’s role in the Wonder 

nior, tick. Lyle h 

r Woman switched networks and 
ie periods. He had to 

play straight man to an 
super-heroine, but he hoc 

foggoner was a truly entertaining 
rviewee, and kept both of 

laughing more than was recon 
-e. I enjoyed the time I had to i 
h him. Thanks go out to b 
irk Evanier and Stanley Ralph 

Ross for helping mi ' 
him. Thanks ago 
DeMayo for some -second help 

WAGGONER: Well, Stanley Ralph 
Ross called me and said, “Hey, I’m 

I’m writing it.” I said, “That’s 
wonderful. I think of you a lot too.” 
No, really, he told me it was Winder 
Woman and the part was Steve 
Trevor. Well, I had read Wonder 

look anything like Steve Trevor. He 
was blond. He said, “No problem. 
We can change that easily enough.” 
I thought it was terrific. I had just 
gotten off The Carol Burnett Show 
and was excited about the prospect 
of doing another series. They ac¬ 
cepted me as Steve Trevor, and then 
they had to look for a Wonder 
Woman. They asked me to audition 
some of the actresses they were con¬ 
sidering in their final auditions. I 
thought that would be thrilling! So 
I auditioned five girls, one of which 
was Lynda Carter. They were all dif¬ 
ferent looking girls. It was amazing, 
the girls that they had considered. 

it finally came down to Lynda and 
another girl. I thought Lynda looked 

INTERVIEW: 

T VT TT 

WAGGONER 
By Andy Mangels 

like Wonder Woman. She has the 

body and everything. The other girl 

but didn’t look anything like Wonder 
Woman. She had red hair, she wasn’t 
terribly attractive, and she was lean. 
They asked my opinion, and I told 
them Lynda was my choice because 
she looks like Wonder Woman. 
Lynda was kind of athletic, she was 

at aVl guessyou really didn’t need 
experience playing Wonder Woman. 
We had good directors, and she was 
a very willing student. 
AH: You mentioned you had read 
the comic books. Were you a comics 
fan? 
WAGGONER: Well, I wouldn’t say 
a “fan.” When I was a kid, that’s all 
we had was comic books. We didn’t 
have^a television.^We had o)mic 

of them; Batman, Superman, Won¬ 
der Woman, Captain Marvel, and all 

thousands of them. I enjoyed them 

AH: Did you ever dream that one 
day you might be portraying a 
character in a comic book? 
WAGGONER: No, no. Never in my 
wildest dreams. That’s why I was so 
thrilled when Stan called in about 
the pilot. It’s interesting to see what 
kind of image you project in this 
industry. When he started writing 
Steve Trevor, he thought of me. 
Why, I have no idea. I got the image, 
I guess, from Carol Burnett, who 
announced me as the “handsome 
announcer” whether I was hand¬ 

some or not. I sort of got that “hand¬ 
some” image, which I guess is not 
a bad image to have. It’s kept me out 
of a lot of parts, but I’ve gotten a lot 

of fun with it because I never took 
it as a fact. When Stan was looking 
for Steve Trevor, he had to be hand¬ 
some and dashing, and I guess that 

AH: What did and didn’t you like 

WAGGONER: I liked it when they 
had it in the ’40s, the period shows. 
When they went to the 70s, I 
thought it lost all of its charm and 
all of its humor. I really didn’t care 

played my own father, which I 
thought was a little weird. If the 
audience would buy that, they’ll buy 
anything [Laughter]. I could iden¬ 
tify the period shows with the comic 

shows, [Wonder Woman] was a 
gorgeous model. She wasn’t Diana 

of glasses. I was supposed to be sur¬ 
prised and not recognize her when 
she put on her glasses. It was 
ridiculous. It was really hard to deal 
with. When she was Diana Prince 
in the ’40s, she had a dowdy naval 
uniform on, her hair was in a bun, 
and she had these awful horn¬ 
rimmed glasses on. You might 
possibly believe that I wouldn’t 
recognize her. In the 70s, she had 
her hair fabulously done, designer 
clothes, and designer glasses, and 
when she turned into Wonder 

fabulously done, and her wonderful 

November i, 



WAGGONER: This is sort of hard 
to tell, but to have Wonder Woman 

board, which is a board like a see- 



NEXT ISSUE 
INTERVIEW_ 

STANLEY RALPH 
ROSS 

AH Talks To 
The Writer Who Brought Wonder 

Woman To Television 

Ross has been one of the most 
celebrated TV super-hero writers in 
the business. He wrote 27 out of 120 
of the Batman shows, more than any 

voices for years, made thousands af 
commercials, written hundreds of 
TV shows, been in countless TV 

fonder Woman was just one of 
many shows he’s done, but it seemed 

' old a special place in his 

like to thank Mark Evanier 
again for helping me get in touch 

'h Ross (“Just tell him I told him 

ow. ”). Thanks also go to Ross for 
ing to get Lynda Carter to con- 
u to an inten’iew even though she 

By Andy Mangels 

AMAZING HEROES: How 

comic books for television. Bill 
Dozier asked me to rewrite the half- 
hour Wonder Woman comedy at¬ 
tempt that had been written by Stan 
Hart and Larry Siegal. So I rewrote 

which was a totally different idea 
that what eventually hit the screen. 
The studio executive at the time, 
Douglas Cramer, did not like the 
idea of Wonder Woman and he put 

and suddenly he wanted to do Won¬ 
der Woman again. Before Doug got 
his idea, Warner Brothers called me 
up and said, “We have an idea for 
this Wonder Woman thing which we 
want to do with Cathy Lee Crosby.” 
I said, “Well, Cathy Lee Crosby is 
a very nice lady, but she’s blond and 
Wonder Woman has dark hair.” Now 

aking Superman a redhead!” They 
Id me they’d already signed Cathy 
ee Crosby, so I told them I wt ’ 

with Ricardo Montalban as 

damned by the critics, although they 
did get some sort of rating. They 
attributed the rating to the title 
they came back to me and said, 

handle it, and I walked in with 

who had turned it down before. He 
was now assigned to this, and he 
took my notes and said he’d let mi 
know. Evidently, though I’m no 
sure of this, I think he xeroxed nr 
notes and sent them over to the lati 
Steve Gentry, who was runninj 
ABC at the time. Steve must hav< 

s a pilot where Wonder 
:ually played by two 
:. She was played by 
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C ECLIPSE PRESENTS 

COMING IN NOVEMBER 







.CVS, SHALT THOU 
WAVE CAUSE HOft 

of the readers thought it would end. 
Jane Foster was the nurse and recep¬ 
tionist of Dr. Don Blake and was 
quite enamored with the frail, lame, 

Don loved her. 

Perhaps that motivated him i 

handle and she left (partly due to a 
gentle mystic nudge from Loki, 
Thor’s hateful half-brother). 

Eventually she returned to the 

go a process that would elevate her 

worse than others. The worst exam¬ 
ple has to be Hal Jordan and Carol p 

rm 





“I enjoyed it thoroughly.” 
—Berke Breathed, Bloom County 

“Bouncy slice-of-life stuff. (Jim Bricker’s) definitely on 
the right track and bears watching.” 

—Dave Sim, Cerebus 

“The realistic humor... is a welcome relief from the 
hordes of ‘concept humor’ books currently infesting the 
market.” 

—Bryan Uhlenbrock, Capital City 
Distribution 

OPEN 

A three issue mini-series by Jim Bricker. 
On sale in December. From Renegade Press. 



SIX BI-MONTHLY ISSUES 

starting in December A ^ 

Cards 
By Kim Fryer 

November i, 1986 71 







Have YOU picked up a copy yet? 

NOSUCH THING AS 

“Even the ads in this book are terrific” 

-Amazing Heroes 

READERS 



clear more political hurdles than an act book, wed be 

November i, 1986 



INFORMATION 
CENTER 

THIS ISSUE: • Kryptonite • Early Marvel 
Send All Questions, Answers, Or Corrections To: DON ROSA, 1603 WOODLUCK AVE., LOUISVILLE, KY 40205 

Welcome to Comic Fandom’s oldest institution, “The 
Information Center!" Since this column’s last home, 
The Comic Reader, temporarily suspended publica¬ 
tion over two years ago, I decided I couldn’t sit idle 
any longer, so I’m bringing this venerable old column 
to the pages of Amazing Heroes. Many AH readers 
may not be familiar with “The Information Center ” 
(“IC" from this point on), somy first order of business 
will be to relate a bit of its long history. 

This current “IC" is a direct descendant of a 

zine Comic World. Jennings eventually switched his 
information column to the newly-formed The Comic 
Reader and continued answering readers ’ comic-art 
queries until Raymond Miller, long a major contrib¬ 
utor of data to the feature, took over the byline in The 
Comic Reader H39 (1965). By 1968 it was again time 

of The Rocket’s Blast Comicollector (RBCC), a fan¬ 
zine which was the focal point of both the Comic 
Buyers’ Guide and the Amazing Heroes of the '60s 
and early ’70s. Ray wrote the “RBCC Information 
Center" from RBCC If61 to If 107, and during these 
years I became one of the main contributors of answers 
and data. Finally, Ray felt it was time to move on and 
in 1974 turned “IC" over to me in RBCC H108 I con- 

Tsufs of RBCC^^^u^g^his^im/^e^wrote an 
“IC Annex" for Alan Light's The Buyer’s Guide For 
Comics Fandom. In 1979 RBCC faltered in its incred¬ 
ible near-20-years of continuous publication. And in 
19811 was invited to continue “IC" back in its earlier 
home of The Comic Reader (now published and edited 
by Jerry Sinkovec and Mike Tiefenbacher) beginning 
with H194. Soon I was again invited to write an “IC" 
annex for the revamped and retitled Comic Buyer’s 
Guide, but I shortly decided to quit CBG because, 
by nature of its design as an advertisers ’ tabloid, it 
treated my columns more like filler material amid the 
jumble of ads; furthermore, the lack of thoughtful mail 
clearly indicated that the CBG readership was more 
interested in the commercial aspects of this hobby and 
less devoted to its intellectual pleasures than were the 
readers of RBCC or TCR. So that brings us to TCR’s 

Man" are not as someone with an inherent knowledge 
of all aspects of comic-art history... I feel as though 

old-school funnybook collector. What I fall back on 
is my fairly exhaustive collection of comics, number¬ 
ing over 30,000 volumes as sets of most popular titles 
back to the late ’40s. This enables me to take advan¬ 
tage of one-stop-shopping in going directly to the 
source for answers to most questions. And if that 
doesn’t do it, I'm in touch with other compilers-ofdata 
who are always most gracious in giving me help. 

joy about comics and a devotion to helping Comic Fan¬ 
dom retain its sense of history. It’s obvious to anyone 
who’s not a member of the new “Price Guide" genera¬ 
tion of collectors that such books display a warped 
sense of values that has overwhelmed and subjugated 
the original spirit of collecting old comics purely for 
the aesthetic pleasures they provide. I think that if I 
can help fellow collectors research their various 
queries I can help them find for themselves the answer 
to the ultimate question, not of “How Much Is It 
Worth?," but of “How Good Is It?" 

Therefore, if you ’re curious about the history of some 
old super-hero, the details on the career of your 
favorite cartoonist, the issue number where this or that 

whatever you can come up with, just drop me a line 
and I’ll see what I can do, with a little help from my 

your own personal interest, please let me know what 
you might have on hand to enable you to supply your 
fellow collectors with help in the hobby you share... 
rather than, perhaps, trying to make a profit off of 
them by buying multiple copies of the latest 

My address is at this column’s heading. My services 
are at your disposal. 

The remainder of this particular installation is made 
up of questions sent to me over two years ago by Comic 
Reader readers.. .1 hope they’ll find ’em. 

Thanks. 

• Earl Gomersall, Jr.-Cleveland, OH 

Kryptonite appeared? 
How about Blue Kryptonite? That’s the other rare 

form of kryptonite, and, though none of these were 
used very often, I’m not going to try. to compile a list 
which I’ll claim to be complete. Let’s just look for 
the First appearances of these radioactive rascals, and 
throw in Green and Red just to make it harder on me. 

As a matter of feet, Green Kryptonite was introduced 

in Superman’s history, but one which I never see men¬ 
tioned (probably because it no longer fits into the con¬ 
tinuity). Kryptonite First appeared in the form of a red 
jewel in Superman 1161 (Nov. 1949): The interesting 

Earth, then looks back at the old light rays with his 

^es^^ptonl^or^Etl^irafKa'l^U^^pton^CTpl^ 
sion, the flight of Kal-El’s rocket and its landing on 
Earth. However, only when he next witnesses the 
Kents Finding the rocket does he realize he’s watching 
his own origin! In a dramatic close-up panel. Super¬ 
man realizes for the first time that he is not an Earth- 
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HE RAISED THE FLAGG. THEN RESURRECTED THE SHADOW 

NOW THE TIME HAS COME. 

HOWARD CHAYKIN'S 

INTRODUCING A NEW SERIES OF GRAPHIC NOVELS 

FOR MATURE READERS. BY HOWARD CHAYKIN. 

BEGINNING IN NOVEMBER. DON'T MISS IT! 
t* COUNTON US. 

TMic 1966 FIRST COMICS. INC and HOWARD CHAYKIN INC 


